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wuld it te ncssitle to heve us put on the iecather Bbureseu mailing list10

for the curreny trejectories of the rresent seriesoftests,“ifvandWhen
issusa? They, of course, are ‘intended for the use of Harry Moses end
Glern EK, kilst of our Metecrological Section.

we have red no fall-out sufficiently high to report on the Lasis of

he Tak reports which call for levels of five times normal background.
nOwever, I'm sending the following data just in case you are interested,‘i
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Rein erted 3/13; 650 203 per liter («3 deys, i.e. 3/16)

Rain from 2150 - 3/18 to 0330 - 3/19; 850 -uwtcAL ( &3 days)

Air — neteorology tower - C900 - 3/17 to 0900 — 3/183 1.5 ituc/(& 3 days)

hir = neteorology tower - CG00 - 3/18 to 0900 — 3/19; 1.5 usc/? (E 3 days)

flwhocea all these samples were hardly above the normal redon back-
erounas “when initially counted, i.e., the inmediate count, the above *Loag
~eq™ eciporent is atovt 16 times hisher than normel; for instance, air is

usvallly < 0.1 ::c/13 at 3 deys.

Ve have a little more additional data in mcre detail if you need it.1)
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Sincerely,
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HT fine I.\5. Rose

Backs Director
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to re-ort retn-out hicher th  norcwzl at Broocdhoven.

Prom a rornl rain, they odcerve from 1 to 2,900 disirntegrations ner square
preter ter dey. (He thins this is obtained ty collecting the rain in a

Saturder, Merch 20th, the rain resulted in 20,000 d/m/day.

Fridey, Merch 26th, the rein resulfed in 55,000 afn/aay.

F.W.

 


